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IN
MANILA
BBT Online at ATF 2016

The wonderful Lagen Island Resort right before sunset.

Last month, our reporter Jonathan took off to Manila to attend ATF 2016. The ASEAN
Tourism Forum is a trade show focused on the ten members of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations. It’s held in a different member state every year. Because the
lovely Philippines hosted this year’s edition, BBT Online did not only attend the event,
but went on a marvellous post tour to El Nido and the Bacuit Archipelago as well: a place
as magical as it gets.
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They went all out on the ATF Opening Gala.
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hen I heard ATF would be held in Manila
this January I got quite excited. Although
it’s a country with more than 100
million inhabitants, The Philippines is surprisingly
undiscovered for it size. It doesn’t get anywhere near
the tourist numbers of fellow ASEAN members like
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and even
Vietnam. Quite strange when you think about it.
I had never been there myself, but I had met lots
of Filipinos throughout my traveling days, and they
generally struck me as exceptionally festive, friendly
and musical people. Attending ATF would give me the
opportunity to discover the country as an incentive
destination, but would also allow me to find out where
this free Filipino spirit originated from.
I registered myself for an extra treat as well. After five
days of Manila, I would leave for a post tour to Palawan

A cultural performance during the Intramuros pre-tour.

and El Nido to visit the magical Bacuit Archipelago –
supposedly the most beautiful place in the country.
With a population of about 15 million people, Manila is
a true Asian megacity. Despite its beautiful location in
Manila Bay, it’s not the most visually appealing capital
in the region. It has all the sights every large Asian city
seems to have: crammed but lively neighbourhoods
in narrow little alleyways full of local shops, forests of
giant skyscrapers and huge air-conditioned malls.
It doesn’t have lots of the major tourist hotspots cities
like for example Bangkok have though. There’s the
old Spanish walled city of Intramuros we would visit
on our pre-tour and there’s a huge cemetery full of
mausoleums people actually live in, but that’s about it.
Traffic is tragic as well – most of the main roads feel
like perpetually clotted arteries. Does this mean Manila
isn’t worth a visit? Absolutely not! What the city does

have in abundance, is a lot of heart and soul. I stayed in
the splendid Fairmont Makati. Every time I got off the
bus coming from one of the many late night functions,
I could hear music and singing coming out of every bar
in the area.
Manila is a city for party people, with a nightlife scene
second to none. There’s a culinary revolution going on
as well in recent years, with more and more daring and
innovative restaurants popping up here and there. I’ve
heard lots of the museums are absolutely top notch as
well. Sadly I didn’t have the time to visit any of them,
but they’re there for those who are interested.
Manila might not be the most beautiful destination for
sightseeing, but it sure guarantees boatloads of fun.
They’ve been using the tagline ‘It’s more fun in The
Philippines!’ for years. They weren’t lying.

The event in a nutshell

ASEAN Tourism Forum (ATF) is a joint tradeshow to
promote the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
as a single destination. The fair involves all tourism
industry sectors of its ten member states: Brunei,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, The
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. In
short: a couple of very interesting places to visit.
This year marked ATF’s 35th anniversary. The SMX
Convention Centre welcomed 2,620 delegates of
whom 1,000 were exhibitors, 457 were international
buyers and 175 were international media
representatives.
SMX is part of the huge SM Mall of Asia shopping &
entertainment complex. Currently it’s the 11th largest
shopping mall in the whole wide world. Strangely
enough it’s just the 4th largest in the Philippines.

The group in front of the famous St. Basil’s Cathedral.

Fun on the tradeshow floor.

Surprisingly almost half of the world’s largest malls are
based here. Who would have known the Filipinos are
such shopaholics?
Our days were well spent, with a horse carriage
heritage tour through Intramuros, a grand opening
ceremony in attendance of President Aquino & late
night dinners and parties in Chaos City of Dreams
(a nightclub in a casino), Solaire Resort and Casino
(plenty of casino’s in Manila apparently) and in One
Esplanade (part of the Mall of Asia complex. All of them
were loads of fun.
Most of my time as a media delegate though, was
spent in the press briefing room. Now I don’t mind
being informed: it’s my job. But I have to hand out
some criticism here. The main reason for tourist or
convention bureaus to talk to the press is to try and
sell their destination as best as possible. They want
to convince us of its value and USPs. My question
is: why are most of them so bad at it? I mean, these
are ten beautiful countries, offering splendid nature,
ancient cultures and a myriad of incentive and

adventure opportunities. Why then, were most of the
presentations as dull as they could get? Nearly all
of them consisted of a 35 minute explanation about
growing or dwindling tourist numbers and how they’ll
get better in the future. We can’t write about this.
Show me your country. Tell me what’s unique about it.
Surprise me with things I didn’t know yet. Tell me about
your culture, your festivals, your most special venues,
the craziest and wildest reasons for me to actually
come over for a visit. It’s a pity everyone spends so
much money showcasing their destination to the
international press, only to forget to bring an eloquent,
inspiring speaker. If you want to excite our readers,
excite us first.

Three days in paradise

Our post tour – spotlessly organised by Intas DMC
– left Manila on a small AirSWIFT plane from a tiny
airport terminal tucked away next to the main one. I’ve
never experienced a more laidback check in procedure.
You just walk in, show your passport & put your
luggage through the scanner and you’ll receive a nice

The late night festivities were not to be missed.

More fun on the ATF pre-tour.

boarding pass carved out of wood that just has a seat
number on it. You can even have some free snacks
while you wait for the plane.
One hour after leaving Manila, we landed on the cute
little airport of El Nido, Palawan. Just to give you an
idea of the scale of things: there was a buffalo grazing
next to the landing strip. The contrast with the capital
couldn’t be greater. The Bacuit Archipelago is what
you call a natural wonder. It’s a mesmerising maze of
small rocky islands in the weirdest shapes, all of them
sporting steep cliffs, thick jungle & mangrove forests,
secluded white sandy beaches, hidden lagoons and the
freshest fish imaginable.
You’d think this paradise would attract vast amounts
of tourists, but there are surprisingly few of them. This
only heightens the uniqueness of the experience. El
Nido itself is a small coastal town serving as the base
of operations for the tourism industry, but a lot of the
islands are home to exclusive resorts – one of them
isle. We would be staying in the splendid Lagen Island
Resort, recently completely renovated and built in a

small bay in between deep blue water on one side and
steep green cliffs on the other. I had to force myself not
the hum the Jurassic Park theme song every time our
boat approached the place. It looked eerily similar.
The resort offers luxury cabins on poles in the water,
plenty of island hopping programmes, wellness
options, a wedding chapel and even a large function
room for those very, very secluded meetings. It’s an
absolutely wonderful, peaceful place and the staff is
impeccable and almost impossibly friendly. If I had to
choose an island to be imprisoned on Napoleon style,
I’d pick this one.
Most of our time around El Nido was spent island
hopping, which was both relaxing and exciting. We
kayaked through the so called Small Lagoon and we
took our boat through the big one. We swam with
lightning fast and kind of scary jackfish while they
were fed. We climbed a hill for a superb view around
Snake Island. We visited a hidden cave full of tiny birds.
Mostly, we spent a lot of time on the many pristine,
palm-lined beaches the area has to offer. In some
Top picture: this is how you arrive on Lagen Island. I told you it looked like Jurassic Park. Other pictures: fun on the island hopping tour.

Miniloc island is where you can swim with huge jackfish. Not for
squeamish people.

Sailing through the Big Lagoon
Top pictures: one sunglasses-selfie later, I decided to let someone else take my picture. The girl on the right was a security agent
guarding us. Not that we needed much guarding on these beautiful deserted islands, but why not, right?

places, all you needed to do was step into the water
from the shore, put on your goggles and look around
for a couple of seconds. All sorts of small, colourful fish
would be swimming all around you. Such a fantastic
experience that was. Off the coast of another island,
our captain suggested us to jump off the boat to take a
short dive. Once under the surface, you’d see this steep
coral cliff running up to the beach, literally full of small
and larger fish. I even spotted a pulsing blue anemone
sporting couple of Finding Nemo clownfish.
For those in search of bigger fish, get this: in other
parts of Palawan you can go and take a swim with wild
whale sharks. Maybe next time…
Our last evening was spent having dinner on a secluded
beach on our own island – we had to get there in the
dark, in a small speedboat hit by heavy waves, but it

was completely worth it. There were candles lighting
everyone’s eyes up , sand under our feet, a splendid
dinner and a talented live band playing just for us. It
was perfect.
My next destination – and also hosting next year’s ATF
– would be Singapore. I loved it there, but I was still
thinking about that magical nightly beach days after
I left it. The Philippines were able to steal my heart in
just over a week, and I only saw a glimpse of it. I will
definitely be back here someday. And yes, the people
were just as friendly and musical as I imagined them to
be.

Published on www.bbtonline.eu in February 2016.
Like our reports? Like our Facebook page as well!

Top: this little girl is apparently not impressed by the musical effort going on behind her.
Bottom: another picture of Lagen Island Resort.

Bottom left: our two lovely tour leaders Maria Febbie Recede Alacapa and Ginmel Cadayong.

